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polynomials.0. INTRODUCTION
The Goppa codes are linear codes which were discovered by Goppa in
1970 [6, 7]. Much work already has been done on parameters of Goppa
codes including minimum distance, covering radius, dimension, generalized
Hamming weights, and weight distribution, see, e.g., [1}4, 8, 12}15, 17}19,
21}23, 25].
In the following we denote by (L, G) the binary Goppa code of length
n with Goppa polynomial G(x)3F









where Z is the set of zeros of G(x) in F

and N"card Z"2!n,
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270 LITSYN AND ZURThe extended Goppa code is obtained by adding an overall parity check to
(L, G). Consider the extended Goppa code, 

(L, G), of length
N"n#142#1 with designed error correction ability t. By van-der-
Vlugt [23] the dimension of the extended Goppa code isN!mt!1 as soon
as 2t!2((2#1!N)/2. The distance distribution of the code is
approximately binomial, that is, the number B









where the error term E

tends to zero when N grows. Obviously B

"0 for
i odd. For given N and m, E

decreases with k and hence it is important to
have tight estimates for small values of k. We derive bounds for the "rst
elements of the weight distribution vector.
Earlier, Vladuts and Skorobogatov [24] and Levy and Litsyn [14] pre-
sented bounds on the values of the distance distribution of binary Goppa
codes. These values can be expressed through the number of solutions to
a system of equations. We obtain bounds on B

by giving a suboptimal
solution to the linear programming problem on the distance distribution
vector elements, using the non-negativity of the MacWilliams transform and














In this paper we obtain new bounds on E

. For k"t#1 on the error


















) t! ) 4(t!1).
















This is better than the bounds derived earlier by Vladuts and Skorobogatov
and Levy and Litsyn for those values of k.
DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION OF GOPPA CODES 271The paper is organized as follows. We start by reducing the problem to
a search for polynomials having special properties. Then we obtain bounds




. Finally, for the values of k in the range





We will need some properties of Krawtchouk polynomials. The binary






































,2 , B) the weight distribution vector of the ex-
tended code, 


















"0 for i"1, 2,2, d!1,
B

"0 for i"1,2, 2t#1,
B

"0 for i odd,
where d

stands for the minimum distance of 

(L, G). According to







!(t!1)2. B is uniquely determined by B and vice versa.










Several proofs for this theorem could be found in [5, pp. 24}27, 9, 16, Sect.
5.2].















(i). The Parseval equality
for the spectrum of the code follows from theMacWilliams identity and from
the orthogonality relations for Krawtchouk polynomials.




































































By choosing di!erent polynomials h(x) we can derive upper and lower
bounds on the distance distribution of the extended Goppa code.
















































































































g ( j)4g (0)
2
.


















'0, f (x)50 ∀x
g































depend only on the functions f (x) and g (x). We bound B

using










choosing two new functions, f  (x), g (x) of degree 2t#4 such that (2),













"g (0)/2!g 	 !g  BM g 

. (11)
This process can be continued for all weight distribution components using
Lemma 3. For every step, choose functions f  (x), g (x), i"1, 2, 3,

































































"0,2 , u  	 "0,
u
  	
"1, or f (x)"P
  	





, and this gives an explanation for choosing f (x) in
this case to be f (x)"P

(x). The function g (x) is very similar to the function
we choose in Section 3 for the upper bound.























's are to be chosen later. Clearly f (x) is an even function with respect to


of degree 2t#2. For u

50, i"0, 1, 2,2, t#1 the function takes on
non-negative values. Notice that the coe$cient f
	
is small in comparison to
































t#1  . (14)
By substituting (12), (13), and (14) into (9) we get









. We have to maximize the lower bound F by
choosing appropriate coe$cients u

for the polynomial f (x).
We rewrite F as





















O0 ∀j"0, 1, 2,2 , t,
(

)/241; therefore, we maximize the bound by setting u

"0,





















276 LITSYN AND ZURTheorem 2 gives a lower bound on B

for arbitrary values of t. The next
theorem provides a bound which is slightly better for odd values of t.









































f (x) is an even function with respect to 

of degree 2t#2. Without loss of
generality let u
































t#1  . (17)





























. We have to maximize the lower bound
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!(t!1) 2. g (x) satis"es the requirements of Lemma 1. g (x) is








) which is a symmet-
ric polynomial with respect of 





































































































































From (18), (19), (20), and (8)
BM








































3. BOUNDS ON THE ELEMENT B




















































































































Using (11), after some straightforward calculations we obtain the claim. 
This method could have been continued to construct the bounds of the
next elements of the weight distribution vector. However, it is too complic-
ated to do it for all the elements. The recursive method which we introduce in
the next section gives asymptotically (for N large enough) the same results.
4. ESTIMATES FOR B

In this section we construct an iterative estimate on B

for k in the range
t#14k(2 (t!1). Asymptotically (for N large enough), the bounds we
"nd in this section converge for k"t#1, and k"t#2 to the bounds of
Sections 3 and 4.
THEOREM 7. De,ne A (k, i,N) as








iK (k) is such that A (k, i,N) is negative for 04i4iK (k) and positive for i'iK (k). If
A(k, k!1, N) is negative, then iK (k)"k!1.
;pper bound:












































































































































k!i  . (26)


































































k!m  P (x)
and we get (26). Substituting f (0) into the expression of the lower bound,


































De"ning the order of F (N, k, i) as
order F (N, k, i)	"N lim log F (N, k, i) ,
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E
 















We proceed with the upper bound which is a little more complicated. We
give three solutions for the estimation of the upper bound, analyze them, and

























































































k!1!i A(k, i, N),















Notice thatA(k, i,N) is an increasing function in i, it achieves its maximum at
i"k!1. The coe$cient g

is negative for 04i4iK (k) where iK (k)4k!1










Further we give the upper bound for all the cases of iK (k). Since g

is
positive, we are interested in cases where iK (k)4k!1. If iK (k) is bigger, we can
treat it as if it were equal to k!1. Also, if iK (k)(0, namely, if g
	
'0, then we





























































































































































































































































and we have (24). In the same way (22) and (23) can be obtained. 





































We start from the case in which k"t#1; we obtain upper and lower
bounds on the error terms of the "rst distance distribution component,B

.
As we shall see, the error term of this component is important for calculating
the error terms of higher components. In addition, the lower bound
B
M 
gives us information about the true minimum distance of the code.
That is, if E
M 




















) t! ) 4(t!1).




















"2 ) (t#1) ! (N!2t!2)!
(N!t!1)!
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N 













































































) t! ) 4(t!1). 
In what follows, instead of referring to the error term E

, we refer to the





which is independent of N for long codes.
Table I compares our bounds with other known bounds on the error term
of B

. Notice that the error terms of the upper and lower bounds of Levy
and Litsyn and Vladuts and Skorobogatov are equal. Our bounds are better
than those of Vladuts and Skorobogatov and Levy and Litsyn for k"t#1.
We illustrate this in Table II.
TABLE I
Error Terms of the Bounds for B





) ) (t#1)! ) 2 ) (N) ) e [t#1#(2!N)]#1
Levy}Litsyn (













A Comparison between our Bounds and Other Known Bounds
Bound Our lower bound is better Our upper bound is
by factor better by factor













We start by stating, but not proving, Lemma 4 which would help us to bound
the error terms.
LEMMA 4. De,ne
D (k, i,N)" A(k, i,N)
A(kl!1, i, N) )
(k!1)
k!i!1


























































! 2A (k, i,N) (k!)








N!j ) HM 
K
 
! 2A(k, i,N) (k!)
N ) k (k!i!1)!(i!) ) HM 
"! 2
N




! 2A (k!1, i,N) ((k!1)!)
N(k!1)(K!i!2)!(i!) ) D(k, i,N) ) HM .
Using Lemma 4 we deduce that D(k, i,N)4 






































) 2 ) t! )! t.















































A (k, i,N) (k!)
k (k!i!1)!(i!) )HM  ) !
N ) k
2A (k, i,N) (k!i) .
A(k, i,N) is monotonously increasing in i. Therefore !1/A(k, i,N)



























k/(4(t!1)#(N/2) (!k!2k#2)) is a decreasing function in t, hence















k ) 0#2k ) 0#(1#2 ) (N/2))
TABLE III
Error Terms of the Bounds for B





) ) 2 )k! ) (N) ) e [t#1#(2!N)]#1
Levy}Litsyn (











) ) 2 ) t! ) t (t!1)
TABLE IV
Error Terms of the Bounds for B

of Long Goppa Codes
Bound Order of H

Vladuts}Skorobogatov 2 ) k! ) (N) ) e (t#1)#1
Levy}Litsyn 2 ) k! ) e 
HM

2 ) t ! ) t (t!1)
H
 
k ) 2 ) t ! ) t (t!1)











Notice that the bounds we presented on Sections 3 and 4, asymptotically
(forN large enough) have the same order. Tables III and IV present the order
of the error terms of the di!erent bounds on elements of the weight distribu-
tion of t-error correcting Goppa codes of length N42#1 for
t#14k(2(t!1).
5. EXAMPLE
In this section we present a numerical example of the error terms of the
bounds for extended 7-error correcting long Goppa code of length 2 and of
5-error correcting long Goppa code of length 2	 (Tables V and VI). We
compare our bounds for the "rst two elements given in Theorems 2, 4, 5, and
TABLE V
Extended 7-Error Correcting Long Goppa Code over GF (2)
Method k"8 k"9 k"10 k"11
E
 
, (Theorems 3, 5) 0.62 1.38E!2
E

, (Theorems 4, 6) 11.09 7.52E!4
E
 
, (Theorem 3) 0.62 4.67E!2 3.17E!4 2.40E!6
EM

, (Theorem 3) 9.93 8.33E!3 1.43E!5 1.18E!8
E

 , Levy}Litsyn 5.75E#32 1.49E#30 4.33E#25 1.39E#22
E

 , Vladuts}Skorobogatov 6.63E#13 1.77E#10 5.27E#6 1.73E#3
TABLE VI




, (Theorems 3, 5) 0.70 0.38
E

, (Theorems 4, 6) 7.90 3.40E!2
E

 , Levy}Litsyn 8.30E#14 1.07E#13
E

 , Vladuts}Skorobogatov 5.08E#7 6.82E#5
292 LITSYN AND ZUR6 with our general upper and lower bounds given in Theorem 10, with the
bound of Levy and Litsyn and with the bound of Vladuts and Skorobogatov.
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